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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Ant-like agents forage between two points.
probabilisti

These agents'

Information , entropy, un ertainty, emergen e, shortest path,

movements are based on the use of two phero-

orrelation, signi an e level, similarity, distan e.

mones; one marking trails towards the goal and another
marking trails ba k to the starting point.

Path sele tion

1. INTRODUCTION

de isions are inuen ed by the relative levels of attra tive
and repulsive pheromone in ea h agent's lo al environment.

Biologi ally inspired swarm models su h as

Our work in [5℄ evaluates three pheromone per eption strate-

tomata and ant

gies, investigating path formation speed, quality, dire tion-

of sear h and optimization [1℄. The emergent behaviour re-

ality, robustness and adaptability under dierent parameter

sulting from these omputational models provides benets in

settings(degree of randomness, pheromone evaporation rate

terms of e ien y, quality of servi es [6℄, robustness, adapt-

and pheromone diusion rate). We re-evaluate two of these

ability and s alability. However there are as yet no methods

strategies in terms of the amount of information they provide

for quantifying the level of emergent behaviour and

using Shannon's formulation [3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17℄.

quent level of performan e of a given model.

We determine information as the dieren e between un er-

pragmati

in this paper is on investigating relationships between the

under-performing models are likely to go unnoti ed.

information that exists in the form of pheromone. Agents

in [5℄.

gen e to be a

Additionally, the amount of lo al and global infor-

algorithms.

oe ients

Our work in [5℄ investigates and evaluates three pheromone

between measures of emergen e and the amount of inforal ulated. The signi an e of these

omplished, and investigate the validity of the

laim with regard to the path formation problem using ant

mation that is available to agents in ea h movement step

mation are

per eption strategies for

orrelation

ontrolling ant-like virtual agents

foraging between two points; a nest-like starting point and a

oe ients is tested using a 2 tailed test at 1% level of signi-

food-like goal. All agents are identi al, simple, autonomous

an e. Consequently the relationship between the amount of

and

an only

ommuni ate lo ally and indire tly through

information and emergent behaviour is established. Signif-

the environment. This

i ant relationships between information and the emergen e

as stigmergi

of the shortest path exist when strong emergent behaviour

ommuni ation me hanism is known

ommuni ation. Movement of agents is based

on the use of two pheromones; one marking trails towards

is present.

the goal and another marking trails ba k to the starting
point.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information retrieval℄: Information theory, sear

We

that is made

available to agents provides a measure of the degree of emer-

ases observed

orrelation

information

hypothesize that the amount of

entrally and emergen e measures are deter-

is evaluated. Furthermore, Pearson's

point of view: if the methods for quantifying the

level of emergent behaviour are not investigated, then some

emergen e of the shortest path and the amount of stigmergi

mined using the worst, referen e and best

onse-

This is un-

satisfa tory not only from a methodologi al but also from a

tainty before and after path sele tion de isions. Our fo us

are deployed

ellular au-

olony optimization are used in many areas

In every agent's movement step, there are eight

path sele tion possibilities.

One of these is

abilisti ally based on pheromone
the neighbouring

h,

formation theoreti

quanti ation, Algorithms and intera tion te hniques

hosen prob-

on entrations in ea h of

ells. Con eptually, un ertainty (as an inon ept) o

urs when there are several

path sele tion possibilities within an agent's lo al environment and we do not known whi h one will be sele ted [8℄.
Ideally, neighbouring lo ations with the best attra tive and
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repulsive pheromone balan es would be sele ted. However,
there are no rules to avoid unexpe ted (surprise) sele tions.
Su h an environmental me hanism for
movements based on probabilisti

oordinating agents'

path sele tion de isions is

alled information foraging [4℄.

SAICSIT 2008, 7 - 8 October 2008, Wilderness Beach Hotel, Wilderness,
South Africa
Copyright 2008 ACM xxx-x-xxxxx-xxx-x/xx/xxxx ...$5.00.

We re-assess the performan e of su

essful pheromone per-

eption strategies (A and B in [5℄) in terms of the amount
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of information they provide.

After quantifying measures

that the amount of information present serves as a predi tor

of emergen e (speed, quality, dire tionality, robustness and
adaptability) using the worst, referen e and best
served in [5℄, we

of emergent behaviour.

ases ob-

Traditionally measurement of information in models has

ompare these to the amount of both lo al

been

entred on de omposing the model into its

and global information that is available to agents.

parts [3, 10, 14, 15℄.

1.1 Problem statement

But what really

omponent

In this approa h models with more

omponent parts are rated as providing more information.
ounts as distin t

omponent parts in emer-

gent systems? It is known that some properties of emergent

We investigate the following measures of emergen e (de-

systems

ned in se tions 3.2 and 3.3):

annot be represented at

omponent level be ause

the whole is not the sum of its parts.

Speed/Quality:

Path formation speed measures the inu-

On the other hand Kolmogorov and Chaitin's algorithmi

en e of both attra tive and repulsive pheromone. Path

information theory [2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15℄ is also popular. This

quality on the other hand indi ates the tenden y of

theory,

agents to follow the path as opposed to rea hing the

algorithmi

goal by random guess [5℄.

information using the amount of

Dire tionality:

This metri

whi h agents

ommonly known as the Kolmogorov
entropy or program-size

omplexity (or

omplexity), measures

omputational resour es

that are required to generate the model. The length of the

measures the frequen y with

omputer program that would generate the model indi ates

orre tly orient towards the desired tar-

the amount of information that the model a hieves. Unfor-

get when they interse t with the emergent shortest

tunately this measure is not easily applied in the

path [5℄.

ontext of

emergent systems.

Robustness/Adaptability:

Closely related to Kolmogorov's information theory is the

Robustness evaluates path for-

logi al depth

mation speed and path quality in environments that
onsist of obsta les. On the other hand, adaptability

denes the model. The longer it takes to run a model, the

refers to a situation where an even shorter path is re-

more information that model has asso iated with it. Sim-

established after one or all obsta les are removed from

ilarly, information may be dened by the number of argu-

the environment where a path has already formed [5℄.

ments de lared in the algorithm [10℄. This is analogous to
Feldman and Clut held's theory [15℄ where information is

Measures of the amount of lo al and global information that

dire tly related to the amount of memory stored in the sys-

is available to agents during path sele tion de isions are

tem's

equally important. We quantify:

Lo al information:

onguration. Regrettably, these measures are gener-

ally un omputable [3℄ and subje tive.
Our work is based on Shannon's formulation [3, 4, 8, 9,

This is the dieren e between un er-

12, 14, 15, 16, 17℄.

tainty before and after path sele tion de isions with

In this theory, information is dened

as the dieren e between subsequent entropy measures, one

respe t to an agent's lo al environment.

Global information:

omplexity [3, 15℄, where information is pre-

di ted by the run time needed to exe ute the algorithm that

before and another after a path sele tion de ision. As an al-

Is the gap between un ertainty be-

ternative,

hanges in degrees of unexpe tedness (surprise) in

fore and after path sele tion de isions in respe t to the

agents' path sele tion de isions

entire terrain.

of information.

an also provide a measure

In this paper we

on entrate on informa-

tion quanti ation using Shannon's entropy. This quantity
Our goal is to determine the degree of

orrelation between

is easy to

al ulate using the stigmergi

data that is avail-

the measures of emergent behaviour (path formation in this

able in the environment in form of attra tive and repulsive

instan e) and measures of information.

pheromone levels.

1.2 Overview

3. METHOD

The rest of the paper is stru tured as follows: In se tion
2, we present related work

We perform simulations of ant algorithms designed to

on entrating on dierent te h-

a hieve path formation. We

niques that have been suggested for quantifying information.
Path formation literature is intensively
not repeated here.

overed in [5℄ and is

formation pro ess, and information present. The

Our emphasis is on information quan-

the extent to whi h the available information

goal sear hing models. We des ribe the experimental proorrelation. The

lude this paper in se tion 5, highlighting

We

3.1 Simulation environment

on-

Our main obje t in this model is the terrain, a two dimen-

ontributions and

sional square grid of dis rete

future dire tions of our work.

2.

or lo ation. The
the total number

Emergent properties are key features in most agent based

Ω

to

ell,
ates

Another important obje t of our model are the myriad

ess or failure of a model is normally rated

ant-like agents that are initially deployed from a single start-

in terms of the quality of emergent behaviour it a hieves. It

ing point. An agent that is

is therefore

noted as

riti al that we

ells. We use the symbol

κi to denote a single grid
ardinality of Ω, denoted as kΩk, indi
of lo ations κi in the entire terrain.

denote the entire terrain and

RELATED WORK

models. The su

orresponds

to the level of emergent behaviour a hieved.

ess in se tion 3, providing details on the measures used and
results are presented and dis ussed in se tion 4.

orrelation

between these two sets of measurements is used to evaluate

ti ation te hniques that are appli able in the evaluation of

explaining the methods used for testing for

olle t measurements of both

emergen e properties in terms of the performan e of the path

an evaluate agent based models

are

in terms of the quality of emergent behaviour. We believe
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urrently at lo ation

aj (κi ). Let κn ∈ Ω be a set of all
within aj (κi )'s lo al neighbourhood. We

κi

is de-

lo ations that
all

κn

the set

of possibilities or s heme of

κn

ardinality of

hoi es for agent

aj (κi ).

The

On the other hand dire tionality is measured by rst pre-

is a value less than or equal to 8, thus

setting a pheromone path along the line segment that joins

kκn k ≤ 8. There are only two ases when kκn k is stri tly
less than 8; when some elements of κn fall o the terrain Ω
or when obsta les are in luded within κn .
Upon arrival at a new lo ation say κx within the neighbourhood κn , an agent aj (κx ) deposits one of the two pos-

with whi h ea h agent

sible types of pheromone (sear h or return pheromone) de-

target is re orded. In this work, we use 1 to indi ate su -

the goal and the starting point. Sear h pheromone along this
path is in reased linearly towards the starting point and return pheromone in reases towards the goal. Two thousand
agents are re ruited one after the other and the frequen y

pending on its internal state. Sear hing agents release return

essful orientation and
overs the

orre tly orients towards the desired

0

to indi ate failure. Pre isely, fail-

pheromone whi h marks trails that other agents may fol-

ure

ase of wrong orientation or agents

low towards the starting point. On the other hand, return-

over or retreating from the emergent path.

rossing

Our re ruited

ing agents would release sear h pheromone, marking trails

agents are allowed to modify the preset path by adding more

that provide dire tional

pheromone both on re ruitment and in steps that follow

lues towards the goal.

of pheromone that an agent is

The type

urrently releasing has re-

thereafter.

pulsive properties to that agent, while the other type has
attra tive properties. The parameters

η

τ

and

Robustness/Adaptability is a variation on path formation

respe tively

speed assessed in environments that
progressively in rease terrain

denote the amount of repulsive and attra tive pheromone
levels

o-existing in ea h lo ation.

ontain obsta les. We

omplexity by introdu ing ob-

Agents sele t one des-

sta les one after the other after path formation has already

κn randomly [5℄, based on Paj (κx ) .
The probability that agent aj (κi ) would move to a parti ular
κx ∈ κn is dened as:

been a hieved. The speed with whi h a new path is formed

tination lo ation within

•

are later removed and the rate with whi h an even shorter
path emerges is measured, indi ating model adaptability.

←

τx
P

τy

y∈κn

Paj (κx )
Strategy B:

!

ηx

−

P

yǫκn

ηy

!

3.3 Information Measures

(1)

When evaluating path formation and information mea-

`
´ 1−λ
← λ Qaj (κx ) − Paj (κn ),min +
(2)
kκn k
1−λ
kκn k

(3)

In ea h of these strategies, the desirability

Paj (κx ) ,

of ea h

Paj (κx ) ← λ @ “

τx
P

y∈κn

τy

ηx
P

y∈κn

ηy

”A +

sures, agents' lo al as well as global per eptions are
ered. The letters

Hl

and

Hg (adopted

onsid-

from Shannon's nota-

tion) respe tively denote lo al and global agent entropy. If

Hla and Hlb denote a parti ular agent aj (κi )'s lo al entropy
measures before and after a path sele tion de ision, the ab-

”1

0“

κn

re orded, indi ating the model's robustness. These obsta les

Strategy A:

Qaj (κx )

•

around these obsta le as well as the quality of that path are

solute dieren e between the two entropy would indi ate the
amount of lo al information available to that agent. As a
result, the notation Il = Hlb − Hla and Ig = Hgb − Hga
would denote lo al and global information respe tively.
Un ertainty arises be ause we do not know whi h one of

is su h that agents favour high quantities of attra tive

the lo ations in

pheromone while penalizing high quantities of repulsive phero-

κn

is going to be sele ted when the agent

is measured

makes its next path sele tion de ision. In this work, un er-

as the dieren e between levels of attra tive and repulsive

tainty and Shannon's entropy measure are synonymous. We

mone.

In strategy A, the desirability

Paj (κx )

determine un ertainty by the number of  lever questions

pheromone relative to the smallest level. On the other hand,
the desirability of ea h

κn

[8℄ one

when we use strategy B is mea-

an ask before

sured as the quotient of levels of attra tive and repulsive

tination.

pheromone. These strategies are both meant to favour move-

orre tly pi king the agent's next des-

We start by dividing the solution spa e

κn

into

ases, pheromone levels are initial-

two equal or almost equal subsets, κn1 and κn2 su h that
kκn1 k ≈ kκn2 k ≈ kκ2n k . A  lever question would ask if the
agent's hoi e falls in κn1 or κn2 . This approa h is similar

ized to a very small

to the binary sear hing te hnique and would minimize the

zero. The

δ = 0.00001 to avoid any divisions by
parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] denotes a degree of random-

expe ted, or average number of questions required to make

ments towards high attra tive and low repulsive pheromone
on entrations.

In all

ness to be asso iated with ea h agent's movement de isions

a

irrespe tive of the level of pheromone present.

the subsets that are formed until their

ardinality are one,

y

steps. The number

the pro ess will eventually end after

3.2 Emergence Measures

y

Measures of emergen e are based on the path formation

is nothing else than the logarithm of the

possibilities is represented as

Speed/Quality is the frequen y with whi h agents arrive
The time gaps between su

ated probabilities of being sele ted depending on the levels of

indi ate how fast the emergent path forms as well as the

attra tive and repulsive pheromone they
lution spa e, say

the goal by random guess. We measure speed by re ording

probabilities

the number of su

system. It is known from

essful trips of agents towards their targets
ase 2000 iterations.

time intervals between arrivals

Shorter

ρn ,

κn ,

ontain. Ea h so-

together with the set of

form what is

orresponding

alled a probabilisti

hoi e

oding theory that the expe ted

un ertainty measures we get in su h probabilisti

orrespond to higher speed

and use of better quality path. Speed is

set of

Furthermore, lo ations in our solution spa es have asso i-

essive arrivals

tenden y of agents to follow that path as opposed to rea hing

in a set time period, in this

ardinality of

2 [12, 16℄. Thus, if the
κn , then y = log2 kκn k.

the set of possibilities in base

measures dened in [5℄.
at their goals.

orre t guess by more than half. If we progressively divide

hoi e sys-

tems would redu e to Shannon's entropy measure [19℄, de-

al ulated from the

noted as

H = −Σi=1,n ρi log2 ρi

[8, 12, 16℄.

With this, we are able to determine the entropy asso iated

re ipro al values of these time gaps.
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Global Un ertainty

Lo al Un ertainty

`
´
λ Qaj (κx ) − Paj (κn ),min +

Paj (κn )

Qaj (κx ) ←
λ

`` 0.0001 ´
0.0008

τx

P

−

1
8

λ (0) +
∴H[P ]

“

y∈κn

τy

”

` 0.0001 ´´
0.0008

−

+

“

1−λ
kκn k

P ηx

yǫκn

1−λ
k8k

ηy

”

“

Qaj (κx ) ←
λ

`` 0.0001 ´

∴H[P ]

τx

P

−

0.1

← λ (0) +

= −Σi=1,m ρi log2 ρi
=−

`
´
λ Qaj (κx ) − Paj (κn ),min +

Paj (κn )

τy

y∈κn

”

` 0.0001 ´´
0.1

−

+

“

1−λ
kκn k

P ηx

yǫκn

ηy

1−λ
k10000k

”

1−λ
k10000k

= −Σi=1,n ρi log2 ρi

1
1
i=1,8 ( 8 log2 8 )

P

=−

1
1
1,10000 ( 10000 log2 10000 )

P

= −log2 2−3 bits

= −log2 2−13.2877 bits

= 3.000

= 13.2877

bits of information

bits of information

Table 1: Lo al and global un ertainty in the rst agent 's path sele tion de ision
Strategy

Worst

λ
50%
50%

A
B

ase

Referen e

evaporation

diusion

0.05%
0.05%

1%
1%

λ
0%
0%

ase

Best

evaporation

diusion

0%
0%

0%
0%

λ
0%
50%

ase

evaporation

diusion

0%
1%

0.05%
0.05%

Table 2: parameter setup
Let the variables

with ea h path sele tion de ision both lo ally and globally.

SQ, D,

and

RA

denote path formation

For example, when the rst agent leaves the starting point,

speed/quality, dire tionality and robustness/adaptability re-

there has not been any pheromone deposits in the terrain

spe tively.

yet.

formation measure (SQ,

The level of un ertainty asso iated with this agent's

path sele tion de isions in this probabilisti
are

sures (Il and

hoi e system

al ulated as shown in table 1. In these examples, the

0.0001 (initial quantities that are on terrain before any agent
is deployed). The lo al desirability of ea h one of the eight
1
neighbouring lo ations would be 8 , whi h is the probability

tion

al ulated as the desirability of a parti ular lo-

10000 (be ause
1
before any
10000
pheromone has been deposited onto the terrain.
100 × 100),

whi h gives

than

and information mea-

(4)

0.7

is

orrelation. A value

onsidered to be a strong positive

orrelation.

han e. The value of

a perfe t negative

This is be ause squares of

r

orrelation to

indi ate the per ent of varia-

tion in one variable that is related to the variation in the
other [18, 7℄ . Thus,

orrelation statisti s between ea h pair of data sets are

omputed. Commonly, Pearson's Produ t-Moment

r > 0.7

means more than

variation is related (0.7 squared =

Path formation and information measures are re orded

tion

RA)

r
+1 whi h
of r greater

−1,

indi ates a perfe t positive

ρi =

3.4 Correlation
and

and

al ulated using the formula:

oe ients are real and not by

ranges from

ation in respe t to the entire terrain, thus

our grid is

are

where x is either Il or Ig and y is SQ, D or RA [11℄. The
signi an e tests we ondu t indi ate whether these orrela-

al ulate lo al entropy. On the other hand, global

entropy is

Ig )

oe ients (r ) between ea h path

D,

P
P P
n xy − x y
r = q` P
´
` P
´
P
P
n x2 − ( x)2 n y 2 − ( y)2

amount of both attra tive and repulsive pheromone is still

we use to

Correlation

A

orrela-

riti al

For our data (n

measure the strength and dire tion of linear relationships

riti al

between the data sets.

orrelation

S atterplot diagrams allow visual assessment, parti ularly

of the

orrelation value read from statisti al tables [13℄

is used to test the signi an e of the

oe ient (r ) is used, espe ially when the aim is to

49%

0.49).

> 100,

orrelation

orrelation value is

oe ient we get is greater than the

relation value, we

oe ient.

1% level of signi an e), this
0.254. If the absolute value of

at a

riti al

or-

on lude that our results are signi ant

of the ee ts of outlier values. In these, a wide s atter in-

and the probability is small that the relationship happened

di ates la k of a relationship.

by

ellipti

On the

s atterplots indi ate stronger

ontrary narrow or
orrelation.

We use

3.5 Experimental scenarios

s atterplots in se tion 4.3.1 to verify the relationships we
a hieve.

We

Pearson's

orrelation

mation metri

oe ients between ea h path for-

and spe i

information measures are

puted. The levels of signi an e of ea h
ient is tested at a
test with

han e.

n−2

1% level of signi

orrelation

ondu t simulation experiments that produ e emer-

gen e and information measures for pheromone per eption

om-

strategies A and B. Ea h strategy

oe-

an potentially be para-

metrized by a large number of parameters, su h as those

an e, using a two-tailed

explored in [5℄. To avoid the additional

degrees of freedom.

omplexity of adding

these variables, we present results orresponding to the worst,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Path formation speed /quality
referen e and best parameter settings dis overed during this
previous work. The parameter settings for these

ases are

indi ated in Table 2.

4.

RESULTS

4.1 Emergence Measures
Figure 1 presents the path formation speed measured for
strategies A and B when using the worst, referen e and best
ase parameters.These results are

onsistent results with

those a hieved in [5℄ in that agents using strategy A perform best in all

ategories we measure. Some degree of ran-

domness persists in agents that use strategy B, resulting in
loss of path following behaviour. Strategy A performs best
when pheromone evaporation is disabled and diusion is set
to 0.05% per movement step. Strategy B perform best when
evaporation rate is high be ause that eliminates stray
didate paths that are

Figure 2: Path dire tionality

an-

reated as a result of the randomness

in agents' path sele tion de isions.
initially in reases with time.

Path formation speed

However, that path depletes

a new path emerged around the obsta le. In other words,

late in simulation time due to pheromone dissipation and

obsta les

terrain saturation.
Figure 2 depi ts the frequen y with whi h agents

Removal of these obsta les after a new path has formed

re tly orient towards the desired goal as measures of path
dire tionality.

yields further interesting results. Agents that use strategy

The dieren e between dire tionality mea-

A form an even shorter path through those lo ations where

sures in strategies A and B is initially small be ause the

obsta les were, indi ating self repair and model adaptabil-

on entration of attra tive and repulsive pheromone at the

ity.

point where agents are re ruited is preset to equal quanti-

ould not

of pheromone deposits form haphazardly around the the ter-

that use strategy B drops, indi ating path depletion due to

rain revealing the weaknesses of this strategy.

pheromone dissipation and the degree of randomness that

These results show that various levels of path formation

is persistent in these agents' path sele tion de isions. The

formation o

quality of the path modied by agents that use strategy A

ur. Thus the

onditions simulated

orrespond

to dierent levels of emergen e.

improves, indi ating emergen e of path following behaviour.
The robustness of the two strategies shows similar be-

4.2 Information Measures

haviour. The speed with whi h a new path is formed around
these detouring obsta les is of our interest. Agents that use
les.

Unfortunately, agents that use strategy B

re-establish a path after the in lusion of obsta les. Pat hes

ties. After a while, the quality of the path modied by agents

strategy A su

ause agents that use strategy B to revert ba k to

random wandering.

or-

Un ertainty or entropy measures are high early in simu-

essfully negotiate a new path around obsta-

lation time be ause there is low or no information at all in

However, the path that had partially formed when

the terrain. Nevertheless, as more and more agents dis over

agents use strategy B be omes

ompletely depleted before

the goal, the amount of both lo al and global information
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(a) Strategy A

(b) Strategy B

Figure 3: Amount of lo al information gain

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Amount of global information gain
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0.0651

0.4613

0.5341
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0.2470

0.5908

0.6977

0.7122

0.3532

0.6114

0.9196

0.9044

0.0293

0.0747

0.1331

0.2592

0.3458

0.3442
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0.7833

D
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Il

0.1965

0.2359

0.2411

0.4122
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0.9308
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Table 3: Correlation matri es : Strategy A
Worst

SQ
D
RA
Il

ase

Referen e

ase

Best

ase

D

RA

Il

Ig

D

RA

Il

Ig

D

RA

Il

Ig

-0.0090

-0.6072

0.4145

0.1429

0.0676

-0.5599

0.3919

0.2894

0.2752

-0.4808

0.6586

0.3982

-0.0012

0.0243

0.0168

0.0016

0.0839

0.0936

0.0001

0.1597

0.2252

0.1156

0.1312

0.2614

0.2351

0.6017

0.6599

Table 4: Correlation matri es : Strategy B
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0.3067

0.1345
0.6462

(a) Strategy B

Figure 5: Amount of information gain in robustness and adaptability test
in reases.

( 5) represents the predi tion trend line plotted in the s at-

Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the amount of lo al and

terplot for these two data sets.

global information a hieved when we use ea h strategy. Strat-

y = 0.0646x + 0.0131

egy A provides more information than strategy B. Although
strategy A attains a maximum of
tion out of a possible
a maximum of
to a

40%

su

1.19

3

2.79

bits of lo al informa-

bits, strategy B only a

bits of lo al information,

In this equation,

omplished

tion and

orresponding

to our

global information that is a hieved when we use strategy
Notwithstanding the perfor-

gent behaviour.

use strategy B. We note that agents that use strategy B per-

4.3.2 Global information

eive the existen e of global information later than agents

The relationship between global information and path for-

that use strategy A.

mation speed is signi ant only for the s enarios

When we add obsta les in the terrain, both lo al and

ing to strategy A. We

global information drop. Figure 5 illustrates this s enario.

orrespond-

on lude that predi ting path forma-

tion speed from global information is only possible when

We observe that strategy A self repairs and re-gains the

strong emergent behaviour is present. A similar trend o -

lost information. Strategy B never a hieves the pre-obsta le

urs with respe t to global information and robustness.

level of information during the remainder of the simulation.
onsistent with the levels of

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This apparent

relationship is quantied in the next se tion.

This paper investigates

orrelations between measures of

emergen e and of information. We present eviden e of strong

4.3 Correlation

orrelations between lo al/global information and path for-

Tables 3 and 4 report

orrelation statisti s a hieved be-

mation speed and robustness, parti ularly when

tween path formation and information measures.

gent behaviour is present.

andidates for predi ting the

presen e of emergent behaviour.

Path formation speed shows a signi ant positive
lation to lo al information in all
parti ularly strong in the best

lear emer-

This supports our hypothesis

that information measures are

4.3.1 Local information

orrelation is not

ases,

although this is not signi ant for s enarios with little emer-

essful) is a hieved as best when we

emergen e observed for these experiments.

orrelation be-

tween robustness and lo al information exists for all

man e of strategy A, only 4.21 bits of global information

Again, these observations are

orrelation

urrent approa h of measuring dire tionality at ea h

time-step as a single Boolean value. A weak

A is 11.26 bits of information whi h indi ates an approxi-

(approximately 32% su

represents the amount of lo al informa-

with the amount of lo al information, whi h we attribute

to the measurements of path formation speed. The highest

ess.

y

indi ates path formation speed.

Dire tionality, on the other hand, shows no

ess. Visually these results show similar trends

mately 85% level of su

x

(5)

ases.

The

Weaker positive

orre-

haviour has a large random

ase of strategy A. Although

ausative, we

on lude in this

orrelations o

ur in some

emergent behaviour is less distin t. In these

orrelation is

ases, when

ases agent be-

omponent. Random behaviour

detra ts from emergen e, but remains a signi ant

ase at a

1% level of signi an e that the amount of lo al informa-

utor towards information measures.

tion that we a hieve

rening information measures to redu e this ee t.

an be used to predi t path formation

The

speed and vi e verse. The s atterplot in gure 6 allows vi-

ontrib-

Future work involves

ontributions of this work are:

sual assessment of the relationship between path formation
speed and lo al information using the best
the plot is narrow, indi ating strong

ase. In this

•

ase

this is a novel way of evaluating the performan e of
agent based models using information theory.

orrelation. Equation
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